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VALA lets you re-discover a familiar town. This is where you come for understated luxury, where refinement
meets comfort. The origin of VALA started with our love for the town, our relationship with the local
heritage that has spanned across many lifetimes of Hua Hin and Cha-Am.
 
Let us take you on a journey of local dishes and untrodden paths whilst you soak up the sea, with sand
between your toes and leave with a refreshed mindset. Immerse yourselves in VALA's version of a beach
town. There are many sides of VALA for you; a reflective getaway, a family staycation to a vacation
with friends.

Introduction

Hua Hin - Cha-Am is a seaside town on the Gulf
of Thailand, in the southern Thai province of
Prachuap Khiri Khan. Once a quiet fishing village,
it grew into a fashionable escape for residents of
Bangkok after the 1920s, when the Thai royal
family built summer palaces here.

VALA stands between Huahin and Cha-am. Built
on an expansive space with endless greenery,
the hotel is surrounded by leafy, mature trees
with direct access to a well preserved beachfront.
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Accommodation
Each room has its own VALA touch, complete with a comfortable space to relax and roam, with views
of the landscape and the sea. Rest & restoration begins here. Choose the ideal room for you and enjoy
breathtaking views and beach living, the VALA way.
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Family Room
A family friendly room, tailored for a fun getaway. The room fits a family of four, with an expansive
terrace and an outdoor bathtub, perfect for a relaxing soak. It also comes with a bunk bed and an
in-room play area. Situated close to the Family Pool, it is a true haven for your little ones.

Deluxe Seaview
The Deluxe Sea View Room sits on the 2nd and 3rd floors, all outfitted with spacious outdoor balconies.
The room, from the sleep area to the living space is decorated in calming, natural color palettes which
enhances the warm natural lighting.

Deluxe Room
The Deluxe room puts you in the middle of it all. Located on the upper floors, enjoy the expansive
green landscape. There's nothing better than waking up in nature's refreshing surrounding. Step onto
the terrace and enjoy the ocean view, the bustling city can wait. 
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Deluxe beachfront
Equipped with an outdoor bathtub and minimal in-room decoration, the Deluxe Beachfront room truly
o�ers a unique blend of modern and laid back comfort. After your restful slumber, breathe in the
refreshing sea breeze and soak up the warm morning sunlight on your private al fresco terrace.

Sky Beachfront
Our bespoke Sky Beachfront, sitting on the top floor of our beachfront building, indulge in an
expansive, floor-to-ceiling glass windowed sanctuary. Relax in a luxurious bathtub while enjoying the
beautiful and endless views of the Gulf of Thailand.

Mini Suite Pool access 
The Mini Suite Pool Access opens out onto a scenic, refreshing swimming pool or a glistening sea view.
With close distance to both VALA's main pool and facilities, an enjoyable swim is only a short walk
away. Soak up the day on the outdoor terrace, or lounge in the spacious indoor living space.
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Pool Villa Sea View & Garden
Set in a serene, enclosed tropical garden, step inside the spacious villa, comfortably cozy with VALA's
luxurious touch. This is ideal for those who want privacy and the vast ground to relax in. There is no need
to escape further in this ultra high ceiling villa, with a large terrace and a 2.8*1.8m private pool and
sun loungers.

Beachfront Pool Villa
The Beachfront Pool Villa is your own private sanctuary. Step into the spacious, ultra high ceiling villa
with a vast, open space and enjoy a unique VALA escape Equipped with a large terrace and sun beds,
it's ideal for lounging with a refreshment in hand. The villa opens onto a 2.8*1.8m private pool and
garden, merely steps away from the sandy beach. After a day of activities, refresh yourself in our
indoor bathtub and the luxurious amenities only exclusive to VALA's villas.
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Experience

Main Pool 
Our marble Olympic-sized swimming pool o�ers
more than 770 square meters, stretching right to
the oceanfront.

Family Pool
Family Pool is designed for children as well as
adults. Spend the day in the water and create your
own adventure with your family, it's time for a splash.

Wonder Wood Playground
The tree house inspired playground is where
your children can explore their creative pursuits
and play. Nothing is better for them than doing
arts & crafts activities at the beach.

Massage Pavilion
At VALA, we provide relaxing, rehabilitating body
massage by our trained professionals. Simply start
the day on a relaxing note, or wind down in the
early evening with a full body treatment. Advanced
reservation is required.

Room Amenities
 -  Complimentary high-speed Wi-Fi
 -  Bathrobe and slippers
 -  Balcony with daybed or lounge chair
 -  49” flat screen LED smart TV with
     cable channels
 -  Hair dryer
 -  In-room safe
 -  Minibar with local snack 
 -  Universal outlet
 -  Beach bag
 -  Air conditioning
 -  Extensive pillow menu.
    Signature bathroom amenities
    Personal mini-bar and kettle
 -  Nespresso co�ee machine (Villas only)
 -  Flashlight
 -  Umbrella
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Eat & Drink

WOODS Kitchen & Bar
VALA’s signature all-day-dining restaurant, WOODS consists of an indoor space and an al fresco terrace.
WOODS o�ers you fresh and hearty breakfast with a colourful variety of international and local selections.
For lunch, selections of classic international comfort food and Thai favourites are served. After the sun sets,
WOODS transforms into a more sophisticated setting with a menu curated from a decadent combination
of local produce and fine ingredients. Indulge in our selections of tapas and grill, using locally-sourced
ingredients as well as products from our on-site organic farm and local markets.

WOODS Upper Deck
WOODS Upper Deck is our bespoke rooftop bar, overlooking the beautiful Gulf of Thailand.  Come and
enjoy our signature cocktails inspired by local ingredients. Pair your meal with one of our exclusive
selections or choose from our extensive wine and beverage list.

The Marbles
Elegant yet laid-back, our swim-up bar, The Marbles o�ers a wide selection of signature and classic
cocktails, as well as other refreshments right at the pool.

Private Dining
Private dining can be arranged under the stars on the beach, at The Courtyard, or in the comfort and
privacy of your villa. Our o�er includes local and international delicacies as well as  in-villa barbeque.

Eden
Grab a variety of house-made snacks and goodies for the road, a picnic box for your adventurous day
out or authentic souvenirs such as local honey, salt, and homemade jams. 
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Discover

PATANA Organic Farm
PATANA Organic Farm is located 5 minutes away from VALA, the place where our team grows over 30
varieties of di�erent fruits, herbs and vegetables which guests will have a chance to enjoy at the
hotel's signature WOODS Kitchen & Bar. At the farm, there is also a chicken coop for organic, home
grown eggs, a rice paddy field as well as our very own mushroom hut. Apart from being the source
of our home grown food, the Organic Farm is also an activity area for children, where they can learn
to plant and harvest rice, as well as enjoy other fun arts & crafts activities run by VALA team. 

Activities
The possibilities of exploration are indeed endless. Stretch your horizons and get reacquainted with
what VALA and Petchburi have to o�er.

In-House Activities
  PATANA Organic Farm Tour
  Tai Chi Class
  Stretching Class
  Aqua Aerobics
  Basic of Thai Boxing

Petchburi Gems
  Uncle Thanom Sugar Palm Plantation
  Pa La U Waterfall
  Hua Hin Salt Farm
  Paddle Board
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Event Venue

Upper Deck 
Enjoy our outdoor rooftop terrace overlooking the
Gulf of Thailand. With a drink in hand, snacks on the
side and a sunset straight ahead, this is a true
getaway.

Capacity: up to 100 guests

The Courtyard
A special venue suitable for hosting weddings,
private dinners and gatherings with direct access
to the beach. Surrounded by a vast, forested space
and a front view of the ocean, there's nowhere more
suitable to make memories.

Capacity: up to 80 guests

Beach
An enjoyable sea view lawn is a perfect outdoor venue
that could be tailored to your need and personally
organized amidst our beautiful surrounding.

Capacity: up to 100 guests
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VALA Hua Hin - Nu Chapter Hotels

849/21 Phetchkasem  Road, Cha-Am, 

Petchburi 76120, Thailand

Tel. +66 (0) 3270-6777

Head O�ce

6th Fl. Regent House Building

183 Regent House Building,Rajdamri Rd., 

Patumwan, Bangkok 10330

Email: marketing@valahuahin.com

Sale O�ce

Tel. +66 (0)2 255 2818 Ext.500

Fax. +66 (0)2 253 5143

Email: sales@valahuahin.com

Reservation O�ce

Tel. +66 (0)2 255 2818 Ext.400

Email: stay@valahuahin.com

www.valahuahin.com


